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Why EWSB? What scale?
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Experimentally
If so,

To avoid fine-tuning, i.e. for the theory to be “natural”, 
need picture to change on scales below 2.8 × 10-13 cm

The naturalness strategy: an analogy from E&M
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The Naturalness Strategy
An analogy Weisskopf (1939)
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The Naturalness Strategy
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What about scalars?

Given observed splitting, predict scale of new physics:

Another divergence…

Another (more predictive) example: KL-KS mass difference.
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Consider the pion…



The “Hierarchy Problem”

Assuming the Standard Model is valid 
down to some length scale
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The Higgs is an apparently elementary scalar
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Expecting NP at Λ such that ΔmH² ∼ mH² is a strategy. 
(Divergence itself not the problem, etc., just a sign of UV sensitivity) 

More ambitious: explain mH² < 0, explain EWSB.
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Why is there something, rather than nothing?

[Agrawal, Barr, Donoghue, Seckel ’97]

Related: Why not mH~Λ~MPl? Neutrons no longer 
stabilized in nuclei for                          !hHi & 5hHiSM



The Naturalness Strategy
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Param UV sensitivity Natural if NP Scale Natural?

“me” Λ ≲ 5 MeV Positron 511 keV ✓

mπ±² - mπ0²
Λ ≲ 850 

MeV Rho 770 MeV ✓

mKL-mKS Λ ≲ 2 GeV Charm 1.2 GeV ✓

mH2 Λ ≲ 500 
GeV ? ? ?



From the “naturalness 
strategy” to BSM Higgs

• New physics below the TeV scale… 

• …coupling to the Higgs
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At this level, we expect

Strong motivation for BSM Higgs physics! 
But maybe too broad to be useful…



Implementation is up to us
We’ve refined this strategy using some rules of thumb,  

for example…

In turn, this tells us what kind of “BSM Higgs” to expect.

1. The Standard Model coupled to gravity is a 
generic EFT. 

2. The solutions to the hierarchy problem involve 
symmetries, low cutoffs, or anthropics. 

3. Symmetries imply new particles charged 
under the SM.
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Thus far…
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Perhaps more 
to the point…
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Rules of thumb still useful; continuing to test them 
experimentally is an excellent idea! 

But hard to say much new along these lines; null 
results invite exploring other avenues, finding new 

“BSM Higgses”

1. The Standard Model coupled to gravity is a 
generic EFT. 

2. The solutions to the hierarchy problem involve 
symmetries, low cutoffs, or anthropics. 

3. Symmetries imply new particles charged 
under the SM.



Discrete symmetries

Still a plethora of 
new particles, not 
interacting via SM 
gauge forces but 

coupling to Higgs.

Higgs is a pNGB of an accidental SU(4), 
but spectrum only respects a Z2
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E.g. “Twin Higgs”  
[Chacko, Goh, 
Harnik ’05, …]



Why Not?
ΔNeff >>1

Options are

Change the cosmology Change the spectrum

• Fraternal Twin Higgs 
• Holographic Twin Higgs 
• Composite Twin Higgs 
• Orbifold Higgs 
• …

Copious new physics at ~few TeV 
Higgs signals @ LHC

Signals in CMB: Neff, ∑ mν, 
twin BAO…

Higgs portal maintains equilibrium down to T~GeV

[Chacko, NC, Fox, Harnik ’16; NC, Koren, 
Trott ’16; Chacko, Curtin, Geller, Tsai ’18, …]  

• RHN decay 
• Saxion decay 
• Early ν’ decoupling
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Hyperbolic Higgs /
Accidental SUSY
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◆2When all is said and done, scale of new charged 
states (c.f. usual continuous symmetry solutions)  

[NC, Howe ’13; Contino et al. ’17]

[Curtin, Verhaaren ’15]
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1. The Standard Model coupled to gravity is a 
generic EFT. 

2. The solutions to the hierarchy problem involve 
symmetries, low cutoffs, or anthropics. 

3. Symmetries imply new particles charged 
under the SM.



Relaxion
What if the weak scale is selected by scanning?

[Graham, Kaplan, 
Rajendran ‘15]

The idea: couple Higgs to field whose minimum sets mH=0 
The problem: How to make mH=0 a special point of potential?

Vev gives quark masses 
which contribute to axion 

potential. 

“Relaxion”

The solution: what turns on when mH2 goes negative? 

But: immense energy stored in evolving field, need dissipation.
17



Relaxion

• Very low Hubble scale (≪ΛQCD) • 10 Giga-years of inflation
Viable for Higgs + non-compact axion + inflation w/

Why not? Various other subtleties regarding technical naturalness, trans-
Planckian field excursions, CC, fine-tuning to inflationary sector; need to 

solve strong CP problem. New UV considerations. 

Simplest version: an axion coupled to QCD during inflation.

[Graham, Kaplan, Rajendran ‘15]

Extensive development, e.g. [Espinosa et al. ’15; Hardy ’15; Gupta et al ’15; Batell, 
Giudice, McCullough ’15; Choi, Im ’15; Kaplan, Rattazzi ’15; Di Chiara et al. ’15; 
Ibanez et al. ’15; Hook, Marques-Tavares ’16; Nelson, Prescod-Weinstein ’17; …]
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See also: NNaturalness [Arkani-Hamed et al. ’16]18



New Signals

gives φ - H mixing* w/

*assuming〈φ〉breaks CP

[Flacke, Frugiuele, Fuchs, Gupta, Perez ‘16] [Fuchs, Matsedonskyi, Savoray, Schlaffer ’20]

+5th force for mφ < eV & cosmology for eV < mφ < MeV

g�|H|2 ⇤4(H) cos(�/f)

⇤4(H) cos(�/f) sin ✓ ⇡ ⇤4
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h

Higgs portals
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1. The Standard Model coupled to gravity is a 
generic EFT. 

2. The solutions to the hierarchy problem involve 
symmetries, low cutoffs, or anthropics. 

3. Symmetries imply new particles charged 
under the SM.



The End of EFT?
(Electric) weak gravity conjecture: an 

abelian gauge theory must contain a state 
of charge q and mass m satisfying

[Arkani-Hamed, Motl, Nicolis, Vafa ‘07]
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qg >
m

MPl

Justification: consider BH of charge Q, mass M decaying to this particle

# particles produced = Q/q

Energy conservation: mQ/q < M

Z = Q MPl/M < z = q MPl/m

Extremal BH (Z=1) stable unless there exists a state with z > 1

Then BH satisfies

⇒ q > m/MPl to avoid stable black holes, remnants, in conflict w/ holography



The End of EFT?
Electric WGC: 

Magnetic WGC: 

+Scalar WGC: 

dS WGC: 

Axion WGC: f  (1/S)MPl

m  (gq)MPl

m
2 & gqMPlH

m 
p

g2q2 � µ2MPl

⇤ . gMPl

New hierarchies from EFT + gravity. 

[Arkani-Hamed, Motl, Nicolis, Vafa ‘07]

[Arkani-Hamed, Motl, Nicolis, Vafa ‘07]

[Palti ‘17]

[Montero, Van Riet, Venken ‘19]

[Arkani-Hamed, Motl, Nicolis, Vafa ‘07]
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WGC & BSM Higgs

[Cheung, Remmen ’14]: If mass of WGC particle is UV sensitive, then for 
fixed UV-insensitive parameters, satisfying the WGC would mandate fine-

tuning. (Or: would orchestrate correlations among UV contributions)

(Electric) weak gravity conjecture: an 
abelian gauge theory must contain a state 

of charge q and mass m satisfying
[Arkani-Hamed, Motl, Nicolis, Vafa ‘07]
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Neutrino mass from EWSB If lightest neutrino is WGC particle, 
mν ~ 0.1 eV, q≳10-29y⌫HL̄⌫R ! m⌫ ⇠ y⌫v

Application to SM: charge SM fermions under weakly gauged (unbroken) 
U(1)B-L (bounds currently q ≲ 10-24). Cancel anomalies with RHN νR

For fixed y, q, satisfying WGC places an upper bound on v 
See also: [Ibañez, Martin-Lozano, Valenzuela ’17,…]

qg >
m

MPl



• WGC could be satisfied by states outside EFT 

• Satisfying WGC could compel the appearance of a new light 
state that enforces apparent UV correlations (e.g. relaxion) 

• Apparently UV-sensitive parameters might control apparently 
UV-insensitive ones (e.g. emergent gauge fields)

24

Things that could go wrong:

Thing that certainly goes wrong:

⇤ . gMPl• Magnetic WGC implies cutoff of U(1) at 

WGC & BSM Higgs
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First order of business: can m, Λ be raised to the weak scale?
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Best option: mN < mL, lightest mass eigenstate χ₁ is WGC particle 

New U(1)X plus matter 
acquiring some mass 
from the Higgs. E.g…

SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)X
L ⇤ +1/2 +1
Lc ⇤ �1/2 �1
N - 0 +1
N c - 0 �1

Then for fixed 
(technically natural) 

g, mL, mN, y,

[NC, Garcia Garcia, Koren ’19]

WGC & BSM Higgs



Still have a notion of sensitivity of the weak 
scale to parameters involved in the bound
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Quantify 
with e.g.

Here

Not surprising: WGC particle should 
get “most of” its mass from EWSB.

Surprisingly predictive: look for new 
singlet fermions coupled to the 
Higgs at/below the weak scale.

DM story interesting…

T

H→inv

WGC & BSM Higgs
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[NC, Garcia Garcia, Koren ’19]
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Second order of business: can the magnetic WGC scale be 
something less severe than the SM cutoff? Only confident that Λ 

∼ scale associated w/ structure of magnetic monopoles

SU(2)X ! U(1)X
hAdji

“⇤” = mW = g2f = 2gf . 2gMPl

E.g. t’ Hooft-Polyakov monopoles

W’s would trivialize bound from vanilla electric WGC, but 
not e.g. unit charge version (charge ±2 under U(1)X) 

Resolution of physics at Λ ~ weak scale implies additional exotic 
physics coupling directly or indirectly to the Higgs.

WGC & BSM Higgs
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MAGNETIC MONOPOLES

seemed consistent with a magnetic monopole having the Dirac
charge, gD, and a mass of no more than 200 GeV/c2. However,
closer analysis showed that the track was probably produced
instead by a platinum nucleus. 

Another monopole candidate was seen in 1982 in an exper-
iment with a superconducting ring carried out by Blas Cabrera
of Stanford University.9 The current in the ring jumped by ex-
actly the amount that would be induced by the passage of a
magnetic monopole with a Dirac charge. 

Cabrera’s result has since been cast into doubt by subse-
quent, more extensive searches that found no further candidate
monopoles.10,11 The MACRO experiment in Gran Sasso, Italy,
ran from 1989 to 2000 and gave an upper bound on the mono-
pole flux of 10!16 cm!2 s!1 sr!1 over a wide range of monopole
masses, and the ANITA, ANTARES, and IceCube neutrino de-
tectors have provided even stricter limits on relativistic
monopoles (see figure 4). Researchers have also a"empted to
find monopoles trapped in polar rocks, moon rocks, and sea-
water and through the tracks they  might leave in mica, all to
no avail. Because of highly uncertain systematics, however, it
is not possible to turn those studies into precise limits on the
monopole flux. Some GUT monopoles are predicted to catalyze
nucleon decay, and the e#ects on the interiors of white dwarfs,
neutron stars, and even the Sun place strong bounds on their
number density.

Taken together, the above experiments and observations
thoroughly rule out the monopole densities predicted by tra-
ditional Big Bang theory, for all realistic masses. Therefore, if
monopoles exist, the reheat temperature would have to be so
low that they would not be produced a$er inflation. Whether

magnetic monopoles exist in principle, in practice they cannot
be present in the universe today.

MoEDAL moment
Even if magnetic monopoles aren’t present in the cosmos, one
might be able to produce them in collider experiments, just as
one would produce, say, Higgs bosons. Because of magnetic
charge conservation, monopoles would always be produced in
north–south pairs, and only if the collision energy is higher
than the combined mass of the two monopoles. Therefore, the
LHC, with its maximum  proton– proton collision energy of
13 TeV, could produce monopoles only if their mass is at most
a few TeV/c2. That’s many orders of magnitude too small to ob-
serve GUT monopoles, but elementary magnetic monopoles
could have masses within the accessible range.

That collider experiments have yet to find magnetic mono -
poles places an upper bound on the probability of producing
them in a single collision. Because of quantum uncertainty in
the position of the colliding particles, that probability is most
naturally expressed as the production cross section !. For realistic
monopole masses, experiments currently place the upper bound
on pair production at just a few femtobarns. In other words,
the probability of a single collision producing a monopole is,
at most, about the same as the likelihood that the centers of two
colliding particles will pass within 10!22 m of one another.

Unfortunately, one cannot apply perturbation theory to cal-
culate the monopole pair production cross section. To get a
rough estimate, however, one can consider the Drell–Yan mech-
anism, in which a quark and an antiquark annihilate, forming
a short-lived virtual photon that decays into a  monopole–
 antimonopole pair. That picture rather accurately describes 
the production of electrically charged particles, but because of
the strength of the magnetic charge, it cannot be very accurate
for monopoles. 

For ’t Hoo$–Polyakov monopole pairs, which consist of a
large number of elementary quanta, theoretical arguments sug-
gest that the production cross section is exponentially small—
suppressed by the factor exp(–1/") ~ 10!60. That would make
them practically impossible to produce even if enough energy
was available. Any monopoles found at the LHC would likely
be elementary particles, not semiclassical ’t Hoo$–Polyakov
monopoles.

Since 2010 the ATLAS experiment at the LHC has sought
magnetic monopoles in the debris of 8 TeV proton–proton col-
lisions by looking for highly charged particles captured in an
electromagnetic calorimeter.12 That search is sensitive only to

FIGURE 3. A ’T!HOOFT"POLYAKOV MONOPOLE surrounded
by a quantum field cloud, simulated using lattice field theory.

FIGURE 4. ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATIONS
and cosmic-ray experiments have placed stringent
upper bounds on the cosmic monopole flux. 
The dotted line shows the predicted monopole 
density according to the traditional Big Bang 
theory; that prediction lies entirely within the
gray shaded area representing the densities that
have been excluded by observations. The conflict
between theory and observation is solved by 
introducing cosmological inflation, which reduces
the predicted flux to an unobservable level. (Data
from refs. 6, 7, 10, and 11.)



Conclusions
1. The Standard Model coupled to gravity is a 

generic EFT. 

2. The solutions to the hierarchy problem involve 
symmetries, low cutoffs, or anthropics. 

3. Symmetries imply new particles charged 
under the SM.
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Conclusions

Relaxing these rules of thumb is constructive and 
leads to new “BSM Higgses” compatible w/ data. 

Only beginning to explore the possibilities….

Thank you!

1. The Standard Model coupled to gravity is a 
generic EFT. 

2. The solutions to the hierarchy problem involve 
symmetries, low cutoffs, or anthropics. 

3. Symmetries imply new particles charged 
under the SM.
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